OF TYPKvS   IN  lUS'I'OKV
lechery  however   atrocious   and   perverse,     Onr   musi
delfinitely distinguish between the Kucmtitrs (continent:
and the Antitactes or Antitiomians (opposed to order ami
law), who in obedience to certain doctrines sinned  on
principle and purposefully gave themselves to unbridled
debauchery,   To the latter'school belong the NiYol.u'tans,
the Archontici, etc., and  the  aptly  named   Horborite*.
How closely the apparent antitheses lay .side by si*!** is
shewn by the example of the Arohontioi, for this  satur
sect divided into an Encratitic and an Antinominn sehool,
both of which remained logical and consistent    If anyone
wants to know what are the ethical  results of a  hold
intellectualism carried out on a large scale, let hint study
the history of Gnostic morals.    He will thoroughly undrr-
stand the sacrificium intellects.    These people were also
practically consistent and lived what they had conceived
even to absurd lengths.   But Origin, in the mutilation of
himself, sacrificed the sensual hold upon the world    Fur
him, evidently, the intellect was not so much a specific
danger as feeling and sensation with their enchainment to
the object.   Through castration he freed himself from the
sensuality that was coupled with Gnosticism; he could
then yield himself unafraid  to   the  riches  of Gnostic
thought, while Tertullian through his sacrifice of intellect
turned away from the Gnosis, but thereby reached u depth
of religious feeling that we miss in Orifjen,   " In one way
he was superior to Origen", says Sckultei "because in hi*
deepest soul he lived every one of his words; it was not
reason that carried him away, like the other, but the heart
But in another respect he stands far behind him, inasmuch
as he, the most passionate of all tkinkm> was on the verge
of rejecting knowledge altogether, for his battle against
the Gnosis was tantamount to a complete denial of human
thought."
We see here how, in the Christian process, the original

